Boom Boxing Studio
We provide sport services including martial arts (Muay Thai, Kickboxing,
MMA). You will find exercise classes in our offer as well.

Emalia Zabłocie
We invite you to taste and drink at Emilia!
First and foremost, we focus on delicious Polish cuisine, which we combine
with international flavors. We love products from Małopolska, regional free
range eggs, best quality butter and meat.

Kantyna Zabłocie
We are a modern Italian pizzeria, with only original products imported
directly from the heart of Italy. Are you looking for classic Italian flavors or do
you want to experiment a little? Regardless of what you fancy today,
we invite you for pizza, breakfast, appetizers, soup, pasta, and dessert. We
can't imagine a real feast without a glass of good wine, that's why
we've selected our favorite items for you.

MANOA
We invite you to a vegan-vegetarian restaurant in Krakow Zabłocie!
MANOA Green Resto Bar is a place where a combination of passion
for conscious nutrition and care for the future of the natural
environment has created a unique and friendly space. Every day something fresh and nutritious
on the menu - lunches, bowls, tortillas, desserts, and drinks made from seasonal produce that you
can mix according to your own tastes and desires.
In addition, we invite you to regular workshops and green events organized by our team and friendly
specialists. Drop by for a dose of healthy treats from Monday to Friday from 8am to 8pm and weekends
from 9am to 8pm.

Piec na Zabłociu
Enjoy breakfast, Neapolitan pizza, and pasta.
The restaurant is open every day from:
Sunday-Thursday: from 8am to 9pm
Friday-Saturday: from 8am to 10pm
We speak Italian and English.

Talerz Polish Restaurant
The theme for our dishes is Polish cuisine, which we like
to present in a unique setting. We create a friendly place for
everyone who loves traditional cuisine, with a little something
extra… Chef Marcin Wiśniewski presents not only original
dishes, but art as well. Inspired by nature, he creates his
dishes from seasonal products. Combining tradition with
innovation and quality, the unique and casual atmosphere
at "Talerz" invites you to dine every day!

Il Piato
A cozy interior, an open and engaging team, and a kitchen
that carefully prepares the simplest Italian classic dishes, as well as
surprising, rare combinations of flavors proposed by the chef. A place
that combines the traditions of Italian food and spending time
with unrestrained creativity on plates and in glasses.

Primo
Our roots are Italian cuisine with a modern twist. One could say
- our own edition. We are one of the few restaurants in Poland
where pizza dough is not prepared on yeast but on
sourdough. Sourdough is 31 years old, which makes it extremely
stable. The recipe is our secret, but what we can boast about
is the fact that the dough ripens naturally for 48 hours, and
thanks to this process and the secret ingredient, the pizza is
undeniably unique: light and ultra-thin.
At Primo, apart from pizza and pasta, you will taste the best quality Polish seasoned meats, fresh
seafood, and cold cuts -straight from Italy.
There is a positive and friendly atmosphere at Primo, which we owe to our kind and professional team.
All of this in Old Podgórze, right next to Father Bernatka bridge.
As for the rest ... you’ll have to see and try it yourself, it's worth it! :)

Mocak Cafe
Here, you may enjoy a great cup of coffee, colorful drinks, and
escape from the hustle and bustle of the city and crowded clubs. It's
a great place to work with a laptop, read a good book, or talk
about business. On warm days, you can take advantage of the
quiet garden.

Moda na sukces
Moda Na Sukces was created for those who would like to
spend time in a unique place, where we will care not only of the
body, but also of the soul. Here, you will not only experience the
professionalism of stylists, but also relax with a cup of good
coffee or tea.

Morskie SPA
Morskie Spa is a special place on the map of Krakow, where you will find
peace and balance. Everyone who loves the sea will find their inner
tranquility. The idea behind our Spa is to respond to the needs of the
body, soul and mind. We are aiming for regeneration and relaxation to
become the essence of a successful visit. Willing to harmonize your life with
inner peace, we have created a space with an open seaside
atmosphere.
Our offices are specially arranged to create a feeling of being transported to the beach. Subtle colors,
soft warm light, and the floating scent of the sea will make you see the land of blissful pleasure.

RORU SUSHI
"When passion becomes your work, then life
makes sense. Otherwise we vegetate from day to
day".
We were lucky enough to combine the work with passion, along with awareness. We are four friends with
several years of experience in the restaurant market, with an endless desire to discover everything that’s
new and tasty. We are aware of global changes caused by human existence and invest in our planet
as entrepreneurs. We try to use only biodegradable and ecological products.

ARKADY CAFE
Would you like to experience a fun time with your friends in the
heart of Krakow? Arkady Cafe & Cocktail Bar is the perfect
place for you! Delicious coffee, original cocktails, smoothies,
cold beer, desserts, and much more! Plus, a 15% discount on
everything for LivinnX residents! You can spend time in the
summer gardens located in the main square cloth halls, or go
down to the underground part of the café where you’ll find the
perfect place for a night out. Board games are available as
well! If you’re looking for a private room, the VIP section located
in the charming downstairs part of the café is waiting for you! A
great place to throw a birthday party or celebrate a passed
exam! Welcome! And dont forget about the discount!

TURLAJ KLOPSA
Turlaj Klopsa is a foodtruck that was created out of
passion for a healthy lifestyle. We serve dishes and
desserts prepared with the utmost attention to taste
and nutritional values. Our food is 100% vegan,
naturally gluten-free, sugar-free, and prepared
without frying. Our main offers are dishes consisting
of 3 parts: base, sauce, and vegetable meatballs.
For those with a sweet tooth, we completely “guilt
free” desserts of the day, which you can enjoy
without remorse :) All ingredients in our kitchen are
carefully selected for all dishes contain as many
nutrients to affect our health in a positive way.
Replace white rice with black rice full of antioxidants, and regular pasta with spaghetti from carrots. We
also provide the ingredients and nutritional values of each menu item. Here, you know what you’re eating!
:)

OGRÓD KULINARNY
Would you like to try a real Italian pizza made with Italian flour and the
highest quality ingredients? Visit us. Would you like to try Polish cuisine or
delicious pasta? You’ll also find it here.
In addition, the largest selection of lunch offers in Zabłocie - compose
your set from 8 available dishes and eat exactly what you want each
day!
And in the evening, we invite you out for craft beer with friends or a carafe
of wine with your other half!
Shuttle 4 You
Shuttle 4 You is a dynamic company which offers private
tours and car transfers in the southern Poland and more.
We specialize in offering transportation to major tourist
spots, such as Auschwitz-Birkenau, the Wieliczka Salt Mines,
Zakopane, Wadowice, and Częstochowa. We’ll pick you
up from any location and get you to every airport in
Poland. What sets us apart from the competition is our
dedication and commitment to our work. We pride
ourselves on our high quality of service, ensure security,
confidentiality, and comfort – all very important aspects
during long-distance travels. We guarantee full
professionalism from our English-speaking drivers and
personnel. We encourage you to check our full offer!

Fit & Healthy
We warmly invite you to try our Fit & Healthy restaurant! We are
located in the Gasworks in Kraków at Gazowej st! We offer tasty
dishes, rich in vegetables and natural origin, to provide you with
as many nutritious options as possible! We prepare what we can
ourselves: our homemade options include marinade and sauces
for meat and salads, egg paste, pate, and desserts - we
prepare and bake everything on the spot! In our menu, we offer
only what was naturally grown, and not what was bred or
produced! We strive to ensure that our menu meets even the most
exquisite palettes of those who prefer meat dishes as well as
vegetarians! The expansive offer of our dishes is complemented
by home-made desserts, along with coffee roasted in the very capital of Italy!
The health of our clients is out priority, as is our own! We invite you for nutritious breakfasts, filling lunches
and dinners in which we specialize, as well as for tasty brunches, light snacks and hot and cold drinks :)
To find out, just come and try!

BOWLO
Bowlo is a bistro combined with a cafe - here you will find breakfasts, bowls
in various versions, as well as delicious cakes and aromatic coffee. For this
healthy juices squeezed using the coldpress method.
Every week we introduce a new lunch menu with a vegetarian option to
choose from.

LEWIATAN
Zachęta is a chain of stores in Małopolska which has been
developed by one family for two generations. Our motto is:
local products, good prices and high quality of customer
service. Our stores are a unique combination of the strength
of a large retail chain and a local local store, with all its advantages. Many years of experience have
allowed us to develop a model of operation that ensures the satisfaction of our customers both with
the offered assortment and the price level of goods. Taking into account the specific location, the offer
of our goods is adjusted to the segment of basic needs, and thanks to the association in the LEWIATAN
network, we can offer good products at a reasonable price. Our company is located in Krakow, from
where we take care of each of our stores individually to provide you with the highest standard of service.

KAWA
Kawa is a unique cafe with Japanese aesthetics, open every day from 7am to
7pm. You can eat a delicious breakfast, work and study with a cup of coffee
from the best roastery in the world and warm up with a cup of hot tea. You
can also purchase various coffee accessories, beans, and filters!

MMA Academy Cracow
MMA Academy Cracow is a new place on the map, created for martial arts
training! Our main goal is to create a good, friendly atmosphere combined
with solid training! At the Academy, everyone will find a place for themselves,
both those who plan to take part in competitions as well as ones who prefer
to train recreationally as an alternate to classic cardio! Here, you will find
training for kickboxing, Brazilian jiu jitsu, wrestling, and MMA. We highly value
safety, which is why all of our classes are supervised by experienced
coaches! Try the first class for free and see that martial arts are also for you!

POMELO
Pomelo is a dietary catering company aimed towards active and
ambitious people. The company was founded 5 years ago; since then it
has served over 1 million meals and has been trusted by over 30,000
customers. It is also at the forefront of the best rated catering in Poland.
Pomelo was created out of passion for action. When the whole day is
full of tasks, and at the end you simply want to work out, well-balanced meals that accompany you
throughout the day are a great help. With Pomelo, you not only save time that you can devote to other
tasks, but you’re also aware that your meals are clean and healthy, and take care of your immune system.
Each client can take advantage of free dietitian care, choose from 9 different diets and exclude up
to two ingredients for free. Pomelo is a lifestyle for active and progressive people!

Mr. Pancake
PORN FOOD it’s us! We invite you to try delicious pancakes, New
York style pizza, and juicy burgers available in veg version as well.
If you’re up for a bit of madness straight from America - come and
see us :)

Hala Lipowa
Hala Lipowa is a modern restaurant and street food court located in
the heart of Zabłocie. Six restaurants with various types of cuisine, a
cafe and dessert stand, and a cocktail bar with the first multitap in
this district - all found in a large space with 250 seats. The hall is an
ideal place for group, business, or social meetings. We have two
mezzanines, one of which serves as a VIP room for more intimate
meetings, space for families with children, and a large area perfect
for an outdoor chill out. Hala Lipowa was also created for those who
love entertainment and cultural events, which is why we often organize
concerts, standups, various types of workshops, lectures, fairs and
exhibitions. We have something for everyone :)

Nalej Se
An impressive lighting installation, and a wall
below equipped with 12 screens and taps – it’s
an object of admiration for any beer
connoisseur! The first full self-service pub and
beer shop is now open in Zabłocie. Here, you
can drink and stock up on a wide selection of
beers from regional and craft breweries.
Payments are made via multi-use prepaid cards
which can be purchased at the pub. These cards can be reloaded on the spot or via mobile app.
When making a purchase, place the card in the reader above the tap of the chosen beer and pour
as much as you’d like! The reader will deduct the balance from your card based on how much was
poured.
Nalej Se offers great food as well! The menu is inspired by cuisine from around the world. You’ll find hints
of tex-mex, Asia and Europe. It’s simply meant to be satisfying, salty, and very intense. The offer is
completed by a well-equipped cocktail bar.

